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Making Confined Spaces Safer.
Keeping personnel safe while working inside confined spaces without delaying projects
and increasing costs is one of the most challenging tasks during turnarounds.
The TeQTM Shield * system combines gas detection, video surveillance, two-way
communication and access control to create an effective solution for confined space
monitoring, which improves safety while reducing costs.
www.UnitedSafety.net
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A flexible solution to increase confined space safety
With a proven record in turnarounds and shutdowns worldwide, TeQTM Shield allows you to unify and centralize
safety operations. It provides continuous awareness of the situation in all confined space work in order to mitigate
risks. The TeQTM Shield has four main components shown below. Depending on distance and environment, the data
acquired can be transmitted either wirelessly or through a wired connection to the command center for monitoring.

Access control
Allows authorized individuals to gain access to a confined space with their site badge. When the badge
is scanned, a clear red/ g reen light notifies the worker if access has been granted. The access control
component allows for both an accurate count of who is present in the space and also doubles as an
emergency lighting and evacuation system.

Communication
Two-way communication is installed outside and inside the confined space to keep personnel in
constant contact with the command center. It can be used for access control questions or to correct
safety practices remotely. When connected to the internet, the communication system allows users
inside vessels to speak with personnel offsite as well. This facilitates communication with managers,
subject matter experts or safety personnel, improving safety at the worksite.

Video surveillance and monitoring
Fixed or multi-directional cameras with day/night vision capability allow for clear visibility in a wide array
of work and environmental conditions. All video is recorded along with the gas detection logs, with
time stamping and book marking.These recordings can be used for training, investigations, and liability
control. All videos are transferred to the customer at the end of the contract to ensure confidentiality
and compliance with surveillance laws.

Hazardous gas detection and monitoring
Real-time gas detection continuously monitors the work zone for hazardous gases such as
Oxygen, Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, LEL and H2S. Gas readings are logged in the system
and matched to the video recordings for future use. If a hazardous atmosphere is detected, audible
and visual alarms ensure proper evacuation of the vessel or area.

Benefits
• Allows for unified and centralized safety operations.
• Enhances the decision process, decreasing the response time in case of an emergency.
• Access control ensures all confined space workers are accounted for in case of emergencies.
• Provides cost reduction, decreased liability, and improved site management due to fewer personnel being on site.
• Flexibility and scalability allow the solution to be customized to site-specific requirements.
• Tested by Texas A&M Engineering Extension Service (TEEX) to meet OSHA regulation.
• Gas level and access control data is logged and synchronized with video data allowing owners to review incidents.

Command Center
Seeing is believing. From inside the command center, our highly trained professionals monitor the data from the
confined space. The data is recorded on the onsite data center, and is the property of the customer.

Overview monitor displays
up to 24 cameras, for
constant visual of entrance
and interior of confined
spaces.

Spot monitor for
two-way audio
communication and
event handling.

Gas readings are
displayed with
audible and visible
alarm notifications.

Spot monitor for people
counting and area presence.

A log of events is kept for
review with contractors,
turnaround managers or safety
personnel.

Enhanced Applications
Individual Bio-monitoring
provides a status on vital
readings such as body
temperature and heart rate.

Body Cameras allow the
command center to have a
visual input on individual
worker’s surroundings.

Integrated Drone
Technology can support
video surveillance and
environmental monitoring.

Remote Connectivity through
the Internet allows the operator
to connect workers in vessels to
personnel off site to enhance
communication with subject
matter experts, leadership, or
safety personnel.

Remote Surveillance users
can connect to cameras to
check the status of the project,
work in progress or give
emergency responders an
accurate picture of incidents
prior to arrival.

Site Access Control allows
the operator to control entry
and exit of personnel or
vehicles to plants, drilling sites
or muster points through the
integration with turnstiles or
vehicle access control systems.
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* TeQ™ Shield is a mark of United Safety. It is powered by VISICS, a system developed by Mobile Shutdown System B.V.
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